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We have finished the ‘phenomenology’ description of
combustion instabilities driven by flame / acoustics coupling.

Let us start the description of the theories and simulation tools
used in this field.
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Start with acoustics without combustion:
Acoustic waves exist in all fluids…. Start from :	


∂ρ +∇(ρ u)= 0
∂t
∂u +u∇u+ 1 ∇p= 0
ρ
∂t
Consider a mean state in which there is no flow:	

u=0 and p=po	

Assume perturbations around this state and write	

u= u’ and p=po+p’	


1 ∂p' + ρ ∇(u' )= 0
0

Assume isentropic flow (no combustion):	

 c2o ∂t
p= k ρ γ ==> p’ = co2 ρ’	

∂u' + 1 ∇p' = 0
Linearize equations to obtain: 	

∂t ρ0
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For one-dimensional flow, combine these two equations to obtain
the wave equation:	


1 ∂ 2 p' − ∂ 2 p' = 0
2
∂x 2
c2o ∂t

Two types of waves are solutions of the wave equation:	

- right traveling:	

 p' = f (x −cot)

and

u' = 1 f(x −cot)
ρco

p' = g(x+cot)

and

u' = − 1 g(x +cot)
ρco

- left traveling:	


where f and g are functions given by initial conditions.	

RIGHT	

p ’(t)=f(x-cot)	

p ’(t=0)=f(x)	

u ’(t=0)=f(x)/ρco	
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cot

u ’(t)=f(x-cot)/ρco	

x	


LEFT	


p ’(t)=g(x+cot)	


p ’(t=0)=g(x)	


cot
x	

u ’(t=0)=-g(x)/ρco	


u ’(t)=-g(x+cot)/ρco	

General solution:

p’(t)= f(x- cot) + g(x+ cot)	

u’(t)= (f(x- cot) - g(x+ cot))/ρco	


Such waves exist:	

- everywhere in real fluids	

- but also in all compressible codes	

They can couple with the flow and especially with
reacting flows where they are the source of
combustion instabilities	
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A useful tool : the acoustic energy
Start again from:

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎣

1 ∂p' + ρ ∇(u' )= 0
0
c2o ∂t
∂u' + 1 ∇p' = 0
∂t ρ0
⎤
u'2+1 p'2/(ρ c 2)⎥

∂1
∂t 2 ρo

Summing:
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oo

∂ E + ∇F=0
∂t
Integrate over the whole domain V:

���
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€

€

⎥
⎦

p'/ρo
u'ρo

+ ∇(p'u')=0
E: local acoustic energy
F: acoustic flux = p’ u’

∂E
+ ∇F = 0
∂t

where : E =
EdV E : total acoustic energy in the domain
��
��
F: Total acoustic flux through
F=
F dA =
p� u� dA
the boundaries of the domain
€

Inlets:
Fixed u
u’=0

Boundary A

Computation
Domain V

∂E
+ ∇F = 0
∂t
���

Outlets:
Fixed p
p’=0

E=

F=

EdV

��

F dA =

��

p� u� dA

What is the acoustic flux F=p’u’ on boundaries ?:
Walls: F= 0 since u=0
Inlets: F=0 since u’=0
Outlets: F=0 since p’=0

F =0 !!
No acoustic flux leaving
the domain…

E is constant !
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The acoustic energy present in the box at t=0 will never leave !
In a code: it will only be dissipated by numerical viscosity which
is very small in a good DNS/LES code ==> problem

This derivation is true for non viscous, non reacting flows.
RANS codes do not predict this because of numerical viscosity:

∂ E + ∇F= − Vnum
∂t
But a good LES code should and will ! How ?:
• do not use numerical viscosity (Vnum) to damp acoustics.
• if one really wants to evacuate acoustics, it should be done through the
flux, ie better boundary conditions (not u’=0 or p’=0).
Inlets: ?

Computation
Domain V
€
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∂ E + ∇F= − Vnum
∂t
Good…
Outlets: ?

No good

What happens with combustion ? We cannot suppose that the flow
is isentropic anymore.
Start from the Euler equations in a reacting flow:
Ch. 8 Sec. 8.3

+ the state equation:
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Linearize around mean state (take Mach=0 for simplification)

Keep only first order terms:
Continuity	


Momentum	
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The energy and state equations become:

Which can be combined to obtain:

where

c is the sound speed
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Multiply by	
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Acoustic energy
Acoustic flux
Source term
(Rayleigh)
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Like before, this local equation can be integrated spatially to give:

∂ E + ∇F= ∫∫∫ ω' p'dV
∂t
Heat release
perturbations

Pressure
perturbations

If ω’ and p’ are in phase in enough places in the combustor, it feeds the
acoustic energy (local extension of the Rayleigh criterion) ==>
combustion instabilities start…

∫∫∫ ω' p'dV > 0
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(Rayleigh)

∫∫∫ ω' p'dV > 0
Heat release

Pressure

« If heat be given to the air at the moment of greatest
condensation, or be taken from it at the moment of greatest
rarefaction, the vibration is encouraged. "
On the other hand,if heat be given at the moment of greatest
rarefaction, or abstracted at the moment of greatest
condensation, the vibration is discouraged »"
Lord Rayleigh"
Nature, 1878, July 18"
(Phenomenon of singing flames already identified before 1800 but
Rayleigh was the first to formulate a stability criterion)"
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Are these acoustic waves a problem ?
- generally no. The flow remains stable. Acoustic waves induce noise
and that is all ==> aeroacoustics
- but in certain cases, yes ! The flow becomes unstable ==> the turbine
cannot be operated at all !
Typical pressure
spectrum for
stable turbulent
combustion

Spectrum for
an unstable case
Frequency
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Simple scalings:
The velocity induced by acoustic wave ua is linked to the pressure
oscillation level pa by:

ua = 1 pa
ρc

When combustion instabilities begin, typical levels of pressure
oscillations are 1000 to€ 20000 Pa for burners operating at one
atmosphere (200 dB… with dB = 20 log {p’/2 10-5})):
since ρc is of the order of 400 uSI, ua varies between 2 and 20 m/s.
These velocities are larger than ‘turbulent’ velocities. Their
wavelength is also larger (typically the size of the burner).
The effect of acoustic waves can be huge: for example, large
enough to cause total flashback or quenching in the burner:
Turbulent combustion OR acoustic combustion ?
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Example 1 (experiment)	

Poinsot et al J. Fluid Mech. 1987	


STABLE REGIME	


Fresh premixed gas

Hot recirculating gases
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Direct view

STABLE REGIME	


Fresh premixed gas

Hot recirculating gases
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Schlieren visualization

If equivalence ratio is changed by 3 percent:	

- unstable regime at 530 Hz: mushrooms formed at lips	

- very high noise levels	

- walls become red...	

- limited lifetime of chamber (15 minutes)	


A

20

L

A

Is this a small perturbation of this ?:
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Four snapshots of the 530 Hz cycle (self excited mode)
The 530 Hz is an acoustic mode of the combustor

L

Example 2 (experiment)	

The Berkeley step…	

The previous example had a strong blockage
For smaller blockage, flashback threatens:
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The acoustic velocity here is larger than the mean inlet velocity

So: yes,indeed, we need to care about acoustics !
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Example 3 (experiment)	

What you see with naked eyes:	


A DLR chamber with multiple modes. Note the natural bifurcations:
The flow regime is unchanged but the chamber mode changes
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No need for a sophisticated experiment:
the 20 Euros experiment on combustion
stability (Rijke, 1859)
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Rijke observations:
x=L

	

- if the heat source is in the lower half (a<L/2)	

- for certain heat sources	

The system oscillates and produces a very loud
monochromatic tone at the first acoustic mode of
the device.	


Flame or electric resistance	

(anything which can generate heat release)	


x=a	

x=0	
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The Rijke tube at home
Take a gas bottle
fitted to a ‘burner’
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Combustion chambers:
Introduce the burner in simple
cylinders: these ‘combustion
chambers’ will contain the flame
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Small size tube
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Long tube
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Medium size tube:
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What is happening inside ?
A view on the same type of experiment with
transparent ducts (Dr Durox, EM2C Paris)

STABLE
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Flame movement for an unstable case
with small amplitude:
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Flame movement for an unstable case
with strong amplitude:
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METHODS TO STUDY
ACOUSTICS/FLAMES INTERACTION
So, acoustics indeed interact with flames and we do need to
understand how acoustic waves interact with combustion.
Three classes of approaches:
- Full CFD -> typically LES (RANS does not work)
- Analytical techniques
- Acoustic codes
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LES is not the only way to study
instabilities:
Compressible LES
Neglect nothing
Except small scales of turbulence
Navier Stokes

LES compressible codes contain acoustics but it
is a very expensive way to study them.
There is another path: ‘acoustic’ codes
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Acoustic approaches:
Compressible LES
Neglect nothing
Except small scales of turbulence
Navier Stokes
Neglect viscosity
+ Linearize
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Acoustic codes

What is different between turbulence
models and acoustics: linearity !

In both approaches we write:

Turbulence world (inc. LES)

Acoustic world (lin

We keep non linear terms
The equation is filtered in space

We keep only the linear terms
The equation is instantaneous
(the mean flow is substracted)
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Turbulence world (inc. LES)

We work on the non linear term
The equation is averaged in space
or time

Large Eddy Simulation codes:
- Needed to obtain limit cycles, to
avoid all assumptions on linearity
- Work in the time domain
- Expensive

Acoustic world

We keep only the linear terms
The equation is instantaneous
(the mean flow is substracted)

Acoustic codes:
- the equations are linear !
- can work in the time domain (TU
Munich) or in the frequency domain
(AVSP CERFACS)
Can even be solved
analytically in 1D cases
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Where is the flame in acoustic
approaches ?:
Compressible LES
Neglect nothing
Except small scales of turbulence
Navier Stokes
Neglect viscosity
+ Linearize

Acoustic codes

Flames are modelled through their effect on the pressure field only.
This is done using a Flame Transfer Function

41

VORTEX
FORMATION
INLET FLOW
RATE CHANGE
ACOUSTIC
FEEDBACK
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VORTEX
COMBUSTION

PRESSURE
WAVE

CONVECTION/COMBUSTION WORLD

Unsteady
inlet
velocity

VORTEX
FORMATION

Unsteady
heat
release

VORTEX
COMBUSTION

q’

u’

PRESSURE
WAVE
INLET FLOW
RATE CHANGE
ACOUSTIC
FEEDBACK
ACOUSTIC WORLD

All mechanisms which are not acoustic are supposed to
depend only on the unsteady inlet velocity u’ and to affect
only the unsteady heat release q’ (‘Crocco’ approach):
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q’= n u’(t- τ)	


Why does this solve our problem ?
If we know q’, we can directly inject it into the wave equation:
we are back in the ‘acoustics’ world
q’

We now have to solve a purely acoustic problem
where flames have become custom ‘loud speakers’
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What does an FTF measure ?:

u’

q’

q’= n u’(t- τ)	

• n measures the strength of the flame response
• tau measures the delay after which the flame responds to
an acoustic velocity surge
• n and tau contain ALL the convective and kinetic
processes (the formation of the vortex, its convection and
combustion)
• n and tau are functions of frequency (and sometimes of
amplitude of perturbation)
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Example of acoustic approach:
the Rijke tube (1859)
x=L

	

No need for a sophisticated model: do it here and now
Using Rayleigh criterion and a simplified model for
acoustics, stability conditions can be obtained

x=a	

x=0	
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Flame or electric resistance	

(anything which can generate heat release)	


Homework -Objectives:
I - Derive the expression of the first acoustic eigenmode of this system in the
absence of flame. 	

Hyp:Assume pressure is imposed at both ends and temperature is constant.	


II - Using the Rayleigh criterion, derive stability limits. Recover the a<L/2
criterion for instability.	

Hyp: assume that the heat release at x=a lags the velocity by a time τ :	


q’= n u’(t- τ)	

Hyp: Tube length = 1 m, c=340 m/s	
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Results:
I - determine the frequency of the first acoustic mode:	

x=L

p’=0	


	


Two waves: A (going up) and B (down)	

(Can neglect effet of flames)	


A	

B	


Apply boundary conditions (IMPORTANT):	

x=a	
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x=0	


p’=0	


Only one possible solution:	

requires
requires
or

or

The first mode is a ‘half-wave’ mode such that:	


We now have a ‘time’ reference T. Everything will be compared to it	

The velocity and pressure field at any point x is given by:	
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Mode structure: the shape of p’

x=L

p’=0	


	

A	

B	


x=a

p’=0	
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p’ at one instant

u’ at one instant

Mode structure at a/L=0.8 (upper half)

Velocity
Pressure

0.5

0.0

-0.5

0

1

2

3

4

Time (s)

5x10

-3
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Mode structure at a/L=0.2
(lower half)
Velocity
Pressure

0.5

0.0

-0.5

0
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1

2

3

Time (s)

4

5x10

-3

Let us add combustion, assume that
temperature does not change much
and fix the delay to

τ

= 0.2 T

Most flames react only to changes in velocity u’ at the point where
the flame is. They do so after a time delay τ :	


q’= n u’(t- τ)	
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With combustion at a/L=0.8:
(Results with τ/Τ=0.2)	

τ	

Velocity
Pressure
Heat release

0.5

0.0

-0.5
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0

1

2

3

Time (s)

4

5x10

-3

Computing the Rayleigh criterion p’q’
at a/L=0.8:
Velocity
Pressure
Heat release
Rayleigh criterion

0.5

0.0

-0.5

STABLE	

0

1

2

3

4

Time (s)

5x10

-3
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With a flame at a/L=0.2:
(Results with τ/Τ=0.2)	

τ	

Velocity
Pressure
Heat release

0.5

0.0

-0.5
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0

1

2

3

Time (s)

4

5x10

-3

Computing the Rayleigh
criterion p’q’ at a/L=0.2:
Velocity
Pressure
Heat release
Rayleigh criterion

0.5

0.0

UNSTABLE	


-0.5

0

1

2

3

Time (s)

4

5x10

-3
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Do it cleanly: the instantaneous value of p’q’ is not so
important. Look at the integrated value of p’q’ over a cycle
Form p’q’:	


Integrate:	

Instability will occur when this integral is positive	

Since delays are in general small and such that: 	

The instability condition is the one observed by Rijke: the tube oscillates
when the flame is in its lower half: 	


Note that ‘a delay’ (τ non zero) remains necessary.	
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More generally
Does it mean that all tubes oscillate when x<L/2 ?: NO:
• The fluxes of acoustic energy at boundaries can compensate the
Rayleigh term
• Viscous losses exist too and were not accounted for here.

∂ E + ∇F= ∫∫∫ ω' p'dV
∂t
But the general result remains: a delay is needed for instability.
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So:
Yes, the Rijke tube resonates !
Yes it resonates when x<L/2
No it does not resonate all the time when x< L/2
More worrying: instabilities are difficult to ‘interpolate’:
0

Tube length
Stable
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Unstable

Stable

Even more worrying: when you marry a burner
with a chamber, anything may happen

And suddenly industry is
interested in stability theory !

=

Good No good Good
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Explaining the Rijke tube is ‘easy’.
So where are the problems in real gas
turbines ?
-> Usually not in the acoustics within
the chamber: we need to compute the
acoustic modes of burners but this can
be done if we have the acoustic
conditions at the burners’ends
-> PROBLEM 1: we need the acoustic
conditions (the impedances) at the
burners end.
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Why is the Rijke tube easy ?

p’=0	

x=L

	

A	

B	


When a tube finishes in a very large vessel
(the atmosphere for example !), pressure is
constant and p’=0:

Will not be so simple in a real gas turbine or
even in a laboratory burner with a chimney

x=a	

x=0	
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p’=0	


Impedance of a compressor ?
(or a turbine ?)
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WE NEED TO KNOW HOW WAVES CROSS TURBOMACHINERY SYSTEMS
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TURBOMACHINERY AND WAVES:
Waves impinging on turbine are generated by the combustion
chamber. They can be:
- Acoustic waves produced by combustion
- Entropy waves: hot spots produced by irregular heat
release
These waves will hit the turbine and be either transmitted or
reflected.
Two mechanisms occur in turbines:
- Flow acceleration due to area changes
- Flow rotation due to vanes
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What happens to an acoustic waves entering a nozzle
(acceleration without rotation). Sending an acoustic wave
into a nozzle (PhD M. Leyko, CERFACS/SNECMA):
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MIXED MODES AND ENTROPY WAVES
In combustors terminated by a nozzle, another mechanism
can trigger combustion instabilities: the interaction of
entropy waves (hot spots) with the accelerating flow in the
nozzle.
Especially observed in gas turbines and ramjets (Culick
Agardograph 2006).
Due to the fact that entropy and acoustic waves interact
when the mean flow speed changes
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Sending an entropy wave into a nozzle
(PhD M. Leyko, CERFACS/SNECMA):
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Entropy waves are produced in the combustion zone. They
can generate acoustic reflection on exit nozzles

70
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MIXED MODES AND ENTROPY WAVES
CONVECTION WORLD

Unsteady
inlet
velocity

UNSTEADY
COMBUSTION

ENTROPY
WAVE

OUTLET
NOZZLE

u’
PRESSURE
WAVE
INLET FLOW
RATE CHANGE
ACOUSTIC
FEEDBACK
ACOUSTIC WORLD
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Example of mixed mode in a gas turbine chamber:

73
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To study combustion instabilities, need to
extend description of boundary conditions:
For the mean flow:
- velocity/temperature profiles at the inlet
- pressure at the outlet
For combustion instabilities:
we need ADDITIONAL conditions
describing what acoustic waves do when
they reach the boundary = impedances
IMPEDANCES MEASURE PERTURBATIONS: Z= p’/u’
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IMPEDANCES: Z= p’/u’

Outlet impedance
(turbine)
Inlet impedance
(compressor)
Impedances defined by p’/u’ are:
- Required as boundary conditions for the acoustics
- Therefore required to predict combustion instabilites
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Impedances (p’/u’) are sometimes simple:
- p’/u’= infinite on a wall
A

B

Wall: u=0 and u’=0

- p’/u’= 0 when the duct ends on a surface where is imposed
(large vessel). Rijke tube done above.
A

B

P=cte and
P’=0

- p’/u’= rho c if the duct is infinitely long without any
reflection (anechoic outlet: B=0)
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A

B=0

None of these simple cases is found in a gas turbine.
In most cases, impedances in a gas turbine are complex
functions of the frequency. Exceptions are found when flows
are choked because choking blocks acoustic information
- CHOKED OUTLET NOZZLE: impedances are known (by
theory) at a choked nozzle (Marble and Candel) and
independent of what is happening downstream. Sometimes
found at the high pressure stator (outlet).
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CHOKED INLET NOZZLE:
constant flow rate

ṁ = ρu = cte

p = kργ

ρu� + ρ� u = 0

p
p� = γkργ−1 ρ� = γ ρ� = c2 ρ�
ρ

p�
2
=
−c
ρ/u
u�

p�
Z = � = −ρc/M
u

where M is the local Mach number where Z is defined
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- OTHER CASES: impedances are unknown AND depend
on what is happening downstream (upstream in the case
of the inlet)
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Example of impedance measured in a lab:

A
B

Instead of plotting the
impedance Z, use the
reflection coefficient R:
R = A/B = (1+Z)/(1-Z)
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Example of reflection coefficient:

R=(1+Z)/(1-Z)
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In other words:
Zo
Zi
Instabilities in this chamber are not only a function of this
chamber… They are functions of this chamber AND of the inlet
and outlet impedances Zi and Zo
Zi and Zo depend on frequency and are usually unknown in the
real machine. They can be quantified in laboratory experiments
(but not all experimentalists do it).
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PROBLEM 2: the flame response. The
link u’->q’ is difficult to predict
For the Rijke tube, we used:
Q’

Q’= n u’(t- τ)	

For a real burner, it is more
difficult: the FTF can be
measured or computed,
using forced cases
84

u’

PROBLEM 3: the Rayleigh criterion is VERY
famous but not very good...
For isentropic flows (s=cte), an energy based on u’ and p’
makes sense since s’=0
For combustion, entropy changes too and s’ is not zero.
Does an energy based ONLY on u’ and p’ make sense ?
Important question because this is how the Rayleigh
criterion was built:

Nicoud F. and Poinsot, T. “Thermoacoustic instabilities: should the Rayleigh criterion be
extended to include entropy changes ?”, Comb. Flame 142, 153-159 (2005).
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In a flame, isentropy does not hold.
Constructing an energy with only two
variables (u’ and p’) is not good...
Combustion chamber with NO acoustic wave (u’=p’=0)

Introduce a hot spot (pure entropy wave) (no flame)
It will diffuse and introduce velocity perturbations and then
pressure perturbations
The acoustic energy will go UP ? It does not make sense. A
‘good’ energy is something which should DECREASE in the
absence of flame (Chu, Acta Mechanica, 1965, 1)
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Isentropic flow: two independent variables u’ and p’
Reacting flow: three independent variables u’, p’ and s’.
We need an energy including u’, p’ and s’
In the general case, the ‘fluctuating’ energy should be written
(see derivation in Poinsot Veynante, Chapter 8):
Isentropic part

u' 2
1 p' 2
P0 s' 2
es '= ρ 0
+
+
2
rC p 2
ρ 0c 0 2 2
Velocity

€

Pressure

Entropy

And the equation for this energy (which we will call the Chu
energy) is also different :
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∂es '
ω 'T' P0
+ ∇ ⋅ p' u' =
−
s' u'.∇s0
∂t
T0
rC p

( )

Flux term

Chu term

CTR term

€

Integrate over the whole combustor:

∂ ∫∫∫ e' dV = − ∫∫ p'u'dS + ∫∫∫ (ω'T'/T − P0 s'u'.∇s )dV
s
o rCp
0
∂t
Instability occurs when:

P

∫∫∫ (ω'T'/To − rC0 s'u'.∇s0)dV > ∫∫ p'u'dS

€

p
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€

Summary:

Initial Rayleigh criterion:

∫∫∫ ω' p'dV ≥ 0
€
Extended
Rayleigh criterion:
γ −1
∫∫∫ ω 'p' dV ≥ ∫∫ p' u' dS
γP0

Chu criterion:

Po s'u'.∇s )dV >
∫∫∫€ (ω'TT' − rC
∫∫ p'u'dS
o
o

p
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€

Why would this Chu energy be better than the acoustic energy ?
Classical
acoustic:

∂
u'2
1 p'2
γ −1
(ρ0
+
)
+
∇⋅
p'
u'
=
p'ω
∂t
2 ρ 0c 0 2 2
γP0

( )

Chu:

∂
u'2
1 p'2
P0 s'2
ω 'T' P0
(ρ0
+
+
) + ∇ ⋅ p' u' =
−
s' u'.∇s0
2
∂t
2
2
rC
2
T
rC
ρ
c
p
0
p
0 0
€

( )

€

Ask Chu ! (Acta Mechanica 1, 1965): an energy must be a positive
quantity measuring fluctuations and which, in the absence of heat
or material sources, boundary fluxes, must be a monotone
decreasing function of time==> source terms due to heat diffusion
must be negative
To know which energy satisfies this criterion, equations MUST be 9
derived including thermal diffusion.
0

Rederive this equation for a flow with no reaction term, in a
periodic domain but with non-zero heat diffusivity:

∂
u'2
1 p'2
γ −1
(ρ0
+
)=−
λ∇p'∇T'
2
∂t
2 ρ 0c 0 2
γP0
Is negative in isentropic flows but
can have any sign in a flame

∂
u'2
1 p'2
P0 s'2
λ
(ρ0
+
+
) = − (∇T') 2
2
∂t
2 ρ 0c 0 2 rC p 2
T0

€

Always negative
ONLY Chu’s formulation actually satisfies the criterion of a

€ ‘total energy’ which can only decrease through dissipation

effects…In practice, everyone is still using Rayleigh... But we
should be careful

OUTLINE
The differences between RANS, DNS and LES
Acoustic waves exist in flames and can change them…
Methods to study acoustics in flames:
• Analytical
• Acoustic formulations
• Full CFD approaches
Forced modes
Self excited modes

92

9
1

Analytical acoustics: often used but not
often useful in gas turbines -> be careful

L
Section
Where u’=0
Quarter wave mode:
We only need the sound speed c :

c
f =
λ
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€

With

Section
Where p’=0

L=0.5 m c=600 m/s
==> f = 300 Hz

λ = 4L

€

Numerical tools for acoustics in flames
Mean flow

Acoustic
codes

Unsteady structures

Acoustic field

FROZEN: must be
assumed or
obtained by RANS
or LES

NO

YES

YES

NO

NO

YES

YES: code must
have low
dissipation !

YES: code must
be compressible

RANS
codes

URANS
or LES
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OUTLINE
The differences between RANS, DNS and LES
Acoustic waves exist in flames and can change them…
Methods to study acoustics in flames:
• Analytical
• Acoustic solvers
• Full CFD approaches
Forced modes
Self excited modes
• Computing vortices and acoustic
waves in CFD: simple ?
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ACOUSTIC CODES:
• Freeze the flow
• Solve for small linear compressible perturbations: neglect turbulence
• The code choice depends on the frequency range of the modes:
Transverse modes

Longitudinal modes

Frequency
Cut off
frequency
w
Flo s
i
ax

Fields of unsteady pressure on walls
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1D acoustic codes : waves are lowfrequency longitudinal waves
In each duct element, the solution to the wave equation is:

p’(x,t)= Ai cos(k(x- cot)) + Bi cos(k(x+ cot))	

u’(x,t)= (Ai cos(k(x- cot)) - Bi cos(k(x+ cot)))/ρco	

At the interface between duct elements, write:
- continuity of unsteady pressure
- continuity of unsteady volume flow rate
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Jump conditions

Bi+1

Ai+1

Bi-1
Ai-1

1D acoustic waves
propagation in ducts
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Extensions of 1D approaches:
the network (1D1/2) codes:
A1+
A1−

1.D

1.5D

Flame
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Can even do 1 1/2 D. For example:
a model turbine
Two annular ducts connected
by six ‘ burners ’

1st mode ( f=286 Hz), |p’| field
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1D acoustic codes need:
- length and section of each tube
- sound speed in each section

Pure acoustics!

- impedances at the inlet and outlet

- transfer function of the planes containing a flame

Combustion!
STANDARD TOOLS AT SIEMENS OR ALSTOM
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Three-dimensional acoustic tools
Sometimes, modes are not longitudinal...
Screech for example in post combustion or azimuthal modes in
annular chambers.
Full 3D codes solving for eigenmodes of combustion
chambers are needed. They work in frequency domain and
solve :

A. p ' = "! 2 p '

3D codes give the eigenmodes of the system (the ω values) and
the acoustic structure (the p’ distribution versus space).
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Example: a double duct system

T=300 K

!

!T=1000 K!

Température!

•Maillage: 19445 points et 108000
cellules tétrahèdriques
•CL de von Neumann partout
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Example of results: p’ on walls

First longitudinal ( 1L):
f= 727 Hz
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( 1L, 1T) mode:
f= 2211 Hz

There can be ... Many modes in a given chamber
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Pressure fluctuation structure for a mode at 184 Hz:
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IN REAL GAS TURBINES: TWO PROBLEMS -> (1) There are MANY MODES
And (2) Some of them are AZIMUTHAL MODES

107

BACK UP
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How can these equations be solved ?

1/ In the time domain: using a finite difference or finite element solver
OR
2/ In the frequency domain, assuming
p’=p exp(-iωt)

Eigenvalue problem. The unknowns are
==> Specific solvers needed for this
109

and

(x,y,z)

Nicoud, F., L., Benoit, L., Sensiau C. et Poinsot, T . « Acoustic modes in combustors with
complex impedances and multidimensional active flames » AIAA J. 45, 2, 426-441 (2007).	


Where we are:

The two tools to use in real cases

Compressible LES
Neglect nothing
Except small scales of turbulence
Navier Stokes
Neglect viscosity
+ Linearize

Acoustic codes

Energy method

Rayleigh criterion
110

Only in simple cases
Useful for control
Not predictive

Will give the time evolution of all variables

LES

p’=p exp(-iωt)

Acoustic codes
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Will give the resonant frequencies, their growth rates
and the mode structure (p’ everywhere)

Acoustic codes vs LES methods:
Acoustic codes are useful but limited because:
• They assume small perturbations --> not always true
• They assume small Mach numbers
• They need information on flame transfer functions
• The numerical resolution of the final system can be difficult
==> Directly solving the full compressible Navier Stokes is an
alternative solution which is worth exploring:
• Full Navier Stokes solvers are becoming available
• LES has made huge progress in the last five years
However:
• This is still a difficult work
• Even the methodology to use if a LES code is available, has
to be discussed: HOW DO WE FORCE A RESONATOR ?
112

Acoustics
IN

Combustion

OUT

Think in terms of control: would be nice to characterize these
two boxes independently. How can this be done ?
⇒BY FORCING THE FLAME
⇒But how do you force an
unstable flame ?
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But how do you force an unstable flame ?
We need to cut the feedback loop:

Acoustics
IN

Combustion

OUT

Experimentally: take the flame out of the box so that acoustics
are not effective
Numerically: control wave reflections through boundary
conditions to eliminate acoustics
114

In other words: we need to measure the
response of the flame to excitations but
if it is unstable we cant !
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BUT: if we change the operating point (by
taking the flame out of its box) to have a
stable flame, then… its response to forcing
might not be the relevant one.
Well… no choice !
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Numerically: an additional problem
Manipulating waves is difficult in an LES code:
Acoustic waves are usually not controlled on boundaries in
many codes
Not being careful with boundary conditions in a
compressible LES solver can lead to… problems
An example:

Ch. 9
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Two techniques to use LES for combustion instabilities
(Poinsot and Veynante Theoretical and numerical combustion. Chapter 8):

1/ FORCED MODES: acoustic waves are introduced into the chamber
when the flame is stable. The flame response is measured and used in
the acoustic codes. Works only for convectively unstable flows
2/ SELF-EXCITED MODES: do not use any acoustic solver; directly
study an unstable case with LES only (Brute force / very expensive).
Doing this experimentally can be a difficult exercice. But it is not
easier numerically because boundary conditions become critical. They
must handle:
• the mean flow
• the turbulent structures
- TOGETHER ! • the acoustic waves
==> Numerically, this is an unsolved problem.
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FORCED MODES: an example of the effects
of boundary conditions
Objective: force a confined laminar flame with acoustic
waves
• Le Helley, PhD 1994, EM2C --> experiment
• Kaufmann et al Comb. Flame 2002, December -> CFD
Comparing two techniques:
• Inlet Velocity Modulation (IVM): uinlet = Uo + u’ sin (ωt)
• Inlet Wave Modulation (IWM): the incoming acoustic
wave only is pulsated.
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A forced axisymmetric laminar flame
Propane/air mixture

Loudspeaker
Photomultiplier
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In a compressible code: two typical methods for forcing:
(Kaufmann et al , Comb Flame 2002, December)

g	

f	


1/ Inlet velocity modulation: impose the velocity perturbation u’(t) here
(the easiest thing to do in a code):
uinlet = Uo + u’ sin (ωt)
For acoustic experts: imposing a velocity (even a time-varying velocity)
is perfectly reflecting for waves such as g. Such waves will be totally
reflected into the domain as an f wave and increase oscillations.
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f	


g	


2/ Inlet wave modulation:
Introduce a right going acoustic wave f.
Let the left going wave g leave (more difficult to implement).
The inlet velocity will be the superposition of both waves:
u’(t)= (f(x- cot) - g(x+ cot))/ρco	

Imposed by the excitation
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Reflected back

==> The amplitude of uinlet cannot be controlled !

Method 1 (IVM) can lead to resonances while method 2 (IWM)
can avoid them: see next example.
From a technical point of view: to implement a method like
IWM, a characteristic technique like NSCBC is required.

References:
Poinsot and Lele J. Comp.Phys. 101, 104-129 (1992)
Thompson J. Comp.Phys 68, 1-24 (1987)
Moureau et al, J. Comp. Phys. 202, 2, 710-736 (2005)
Poinsot Veynante, Theoretical and numerical combustion Chapter 9 (2005).
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Method 1: IVM, the velocity is modulated 5 cm upstream of this point
(amplitude 0.5 m/s, frequency: 200 Hz). The system starts resonating
and the flame finally flashes back: nothing can be measured.
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Method 2: IWM, an acoustic wave is introduced
5 cm upstream of this point: an harmonic regime is obtained
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FORCING A REAL GAS TURBINE
BURNER AT LOW FREQUENCY:
The diagonal burner is
forced at 120 Hz

Experiments performed at EBI Karlsruhe (Dr Buechner)
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How is the transfer function determined ?:!
- experimentally ! OR!
- using LES!

Measure unsteady
global reaction rate!

Pulsate here!
Measure unsteady
velocity!
LES is performed in this !
forced regime situation.!
Results are transmitted to 1D !
acoustic codes. This is:!

τ(ω): the delay!
n(ω): the amplification factor!
127
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τ	
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OUTLINE
The differences between RANS, DNS and LES
Acoustic waves exist in flames and can change them…
Methods to study acoustics in flames:
• Analytical
• Acoustic formulations
• Full CFD approaches
Forced modes
Self excited modes: see next
talks
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